
  

 

      
  

The Bold & the Beautiful 

 

Soap operas can trace their ancestry back to the 1930's, when the manufacturers of 
soap products such as Proctor & Gamble first produced affairs of love and drama for the 
radio. By the early 1950's, soap operas transitioned to television, and daytime TV 
changed forever. Propelled by captivating story lines, compelling characters, conflict, 
volatility and the occasional reemergence of long lost personalities their longevity and 
popularity in the entertainment industry continues to persist. 

    

Much like a good "Soap", financial markets continue to provide us with both intrigue and 
drama. With a host of familiar characters to both root for and against, market makers 
have provided us with the ultimate love/hate relationship to follow over the past five 
years.  

  

Over this period it is debatable whether the most entertainment has been endowed 
upon us by policymakers from the U.S. or from Europe.  Regardless of the outcome of 
this debate, policymakers on either side of the Atlantic continue to bicker, feud and 
resolve important issues at the last possible opportunity. In the U.S. it was the 
Sequester a massive series of federal budget cuts enacted by the Budget Control Act of 
2011 and initially set to begin on January 1 of this year. However, this date was pushed 
back two months as a result of the year-end deal making inspired by that daytime 
drama known as the "Fiscal Cliff". The Sequester did go into effect on March 1 and will 
result in spending reductions of approximately $85 billion during 2013, with similar cuts 
to be seen through 2021. Thus far the impact of the Sequester has yet to be felt by most 
Americans and has not resulted in the warnings of delayed Social Security cheques and 
the closing of a vast array of government offices and services.   

  

As the World Turned ........ their attention to Italy in February to watch the results of the 
Italian general election, the classic "Soap" script unfolded and found a onetime 
communist, a former comedian and a licentious billionaire vying for power. The results 
of the election created even more drama as essentially a deadlock between the 
billionaire Silvio Berlusconi's center-right party, the former communists, Pier Luigi 
Bersani's center-left party and the Five Star Movement led by one time comedian Beppe 
Grillo was created. More than a month later, the script remains the same with neither a 
coalition nor an elected government. 

  

The worry across Europe, and financial markets as a whole, is that Italy's enthusiasm 
for reform and austerity may wane resulting in a deterioration of Italy's debt situation. 
Meanwhile another Euro member had their own debt crisis in March as Cyprus became 
the fifth euro-zone country to receive a bail-out after Greece, Ireland, Spain and 



Portugal. However, the Cyprus bailout package came with a twist in that it also required 
aid from bank depositors, many of whom are Russian investors. Although it is one of the 
smallest Euro zone members, the Cyprus saga still caused its share of market volatility 
as investors fretted over the details, scope and impact of the bailout.  

  

Any daytime drama worth its salt provides for the unexpected return of a long lost 
central character and in the world of financial markets the first quarter marked the return 
of Japan.  After essentially being lost for 20 years due to a combination of deflation and 
yen appreciation Japan's Nikkei Index returned in the first quarter of 2013 with a local 
currency increase of nearly 19%. Largely due to new Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's focus 
on business and economic growth, Japan has introduced aggressive monetary easing 
(leading to a weaker Yen), increased public spending and introduced an inflation target 
of 2%. Like the return of many long lost "Soap" characters questions how about how 
long Japan will remain part of the storyline continue to linger.  

  

Despite this drama, the first quarter of 2013 was a positive experience for viewers of 
financial markets. The MSCI World Index returned 10%, while the S&P 500 regained 
and surpassed its previous highs of 2007 in gaining 12.9%.  In comparison, Canada's 
S&P/TSX Composite Index struggled to a +3.3% return. Although our Consumer 
Discretionary, Health Care, Industrials and Technology sectors produced doubled-digits 
results, the negative returns of the Materials sector weighed on the index overall.  Also 
noteworthy in Canada, was the March 21 Federal Budget which focused most of its 
attention on balancing federal spending with revenues by 2015. 

  

And these, of course, are "The Days of our Lives"! 
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